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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three-dimensional fracture simulation requires data to describe reservoir properties and variations in rock properties and stress to model fracture growth and post-frac production, it is important to understand the sources of input data and the correct ways to process and interpret it. Digital well logs offer the best and most convenient method of getting data for model input. So called “mechanical properties” logs or full-wave sonic logs are not necessary, as the required mechanical and reservoir properties can be derived from commonly available log suites.
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Logging for Mechanical Properties

• Acoustic logs
– Measure compressional and shear velocity or “slowness” (1/v)

– Can be affected by fractures, pore fluids, and borehole conditions

• Density logs
– Measure neutron capture cross‐section, interpreted as bulk density

– Strongly affected by borehole conditions and breakouts (pad device)

• Gamma Ray
– Records spontaneous GR emissions from multiple sources

– Spectral GR logs can differentiate energy levels from different sources (U, Th, K)

• Resistivity
– Measures electrical resistance along an assumed path length

– Affected by clays minerals, clay morphology, and pore fluids

• None of these measure pressure or stress

• None actually measures rock elastic or mechanical properties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rock mechanical properties and in-situ stresses are not measured directly by any logging tools. Instead, they are calculated from other measurements made under borehole conditions. Each measurement is subject to errors and can be affected by many factors that are unrelated to rock mechanical properties and stress. The primary input log measurements for estimation of dynamic elastic properties are acoustic and density logs. Acoustic logs are affected by saturation and wellbore condition and the density log, being a pad device, is strongly affected by borehole breakouts and loss of contact. 
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Causes of Bad Sonic Log Data

• Low sonic 
transmitter strength 

• Attenuation 
• Low formation 
velocity

• High porosity
• Shale content
• Thin beds 
• Alteration of 
formation near the 
borehole 

• Eccentering of the 
sonic tool

• Transmitter‐receiver 
spacing

• Borehole rugosity
• Fractures
• Hydrocarbons
• Sonic "stretch" 
• cycle‐skipping 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Conventional wisdom holds that the sonic log is relatively unaffected by poor hole conditions. Most log analysis programs default to using the sonic for porosity determination where hole conditions are bad.  In rugose hole, the sonic log may appear to be satisfactory with perhaps some cycle-skips. These first impressions of sonic log accuracy may, however, be misleading.	Poor sonic logs can be caused by low transmitter strength, "road noise" and attenuation of compressional sound waves. Severely attenuated sonic signals may have compressional wave amplitudes lower than the detector threshold value. This results in the first compressional arrival not being detected. Instead, later, higher amplitude arrivals such as the Shear arrival are detected. This appears on the sonic log as the familiar and easily recognized cycle-skips where the transit time is obviously much too high and often has a "spiky" appearance.Some causes of compressional signal attenuation are;Low formation velocity.  High porosity. Shale content.  Thin beds.  Alteration of formation near the borehole. Eccentering of the sonic tool.  Transmitter-receiver spacing.  Borehole rugosity and breakouts. Fractures.  Hydrocarbons. 
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Effect of Gas Saturation on Apparent 
Dynamic Poisson’s Ratio (ν)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The plot is constructed assuming the compressional slowness (DTC) can be estimated using the Wyllie Time Series Average equation. This model says that DTC is a volume weighted average of the fluid and solid slowness. For this example the shear slowness (DTS) is assumed constant, with shear transmitted only through the solid matrix framework. This assumption is probably no valid, but is often made for fluid substitution “corrections”. As gas saturation increases, the observed value of DTC will increase and the apparent value of PR will decrease dramatically (if DTS stays constant). The potential for error in PR is very large when saturation is not known and may be variable. 
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Effect of Saturation and Stress 
on DTC, DTS, and ν

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Core measurements show that DTC does change drastically with saturation, but DTS also changes and in the opposite direction. The two core tests in the figure show dynamically measured DTC and DTS for core plugs with gas saturation present, and at 100% Sw at constant stress. Measurements are also shown for the saturated samples at increasing net stress. The dashed curves are the values of PR computed for each condition. A change in saturation state changes the apparent dynamic PR from 0.15 (average) to 0.25. A change in stress from 1000 to 4000 psi has minimal effect. 
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Frequency Effects on Sonic 
Measurements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acoustic measurements are also affected by the frequency of the sound waves used. The actual core data shows the change in apparent PR over a large frequency range and for wet (saturated) and dry (gas filled) samples. In general, laboratory acoustic transducers operate at very high frequencies and well logs operate at intermediate frequencies.
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Generation of Synthetic DTC Curves

• Curves in GOHFER presented as microseconds per 
foot transit time

• Linear scaling of source curves to generate DTC
– DTC_GR=Scale*GR+Offset (0.3GR+45)
– DTC_PHIN=Scale*PHIN+Offset (80PHIN+55)
– DTC_PHIA=DTFL*PHIA+DTMA*(1‐PHIA)

• DTMA=53, DTFL=187 (defaults)

– DTC_RESIST=Scale/RESIST+Offset (120/ILD+60)

• DTS can be back‐calculated from R (from PR 
correlation) if necessary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A primary input for generation of rock mechanical properties is the compressional sonic travel time (DTC). Along with an input DTC curve several synthetic DTC curves can be generated from other available log tracks. This feature can be used to quality-check the measured DTC and to generate mechanical properties when sonic logs are not available. The synthetic DTC curves are very robust and correlations developed from a single input log can be used over a large area.Shear travel time (DTS) will be used if available, but is not needed to generate complete mechanical properties.
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Crossplots of DTC from Conductivity, 
Neutron and Average Porosity

SPE 108139

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The scatter plots show linear relationships between DTC and other log inputs that are used to generate DTC correlations. In many cases DTC responds to the presence of gas and organic matter (TOC) more than to rock properties. Many times the measured DTC is not the most reliable source for estimation of rock properties and the synthetic results are more suitable.
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Comparison of 
Measured and 
Synthetic DTC 

Curves
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The figure shows a comparison of measured and synthetic DTC curves for an actual log. Intervals where the curves do not agree may indicate zones of higher gas saturation. 
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Use of Synthetic Sonics 
for Gas Identification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In many gas plays in various areas and in many different lithologies, the synthetic and measured DTC curves can be used to help identify gas-bearing intervals. Each of the curves responds differently to gas effect. As shown here, the curves all agree very closely, except in gas-bearing sands where the various DTC curves separate. In this example, the upper sand is wet while the middle sands are gas productive. Gas indications in the lower sand are fairly weak. 
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Log QC 
Using Synthetic 

Curves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In many cases, the measured sonic data, especially shear wave arrivals, are the poorest quality data for use in deriving mechanical properties. This example shows large deviations of the measured DTC curve from the synthetics, while all the surrogate curves agree closely. This well also had wellbore image logs and other data sources that confirmed that all the areas showing large deviations between measured and generated DTC curves are naturally fractured. The presence of the fractures has a major impact on the measured travel time, but should not affect the intact rock properties to that extent. It is not uncommon to place more faith in the surrogate curves than in the measured curves.For shear wave arrivals, the measured data are frequently absent or of such poor quality that the correlation-derived values are preferable for use. The example also shows a separation in the surrogate DTC curves caused by gas effect. The magenta curve in track 3 is the total gas units observed while drilling. 
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Computing Poisson’s Ratio 
for Log Data

The Shear to Compressional Velocity Ratio is:
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Where DTC and DTS are the compressional and 
shear travel times in microseconds per foot
Poisson’s Ratio (PR or n) is defined as:
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poisson’s Ratio is computed from the ratio of shear and compressional travel times. It can also be determined from correlations to lithology and DTC alone. 
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Obtaining Elastic Properties 
Without Complete Sonic Data

• Correlations to compressional travel time

• Lithology‐based models

• Generating synthetic sonic logs
– From neutron porosity

– From resistivity or conductivity

– From gamma‐ray

• Porosity based models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In very many cases, shear-arrival data are not available. In these cases, we can fall back on correlations of elastic properties based on density, compressional travel time, and lithology (especially clay content). In worse cases, when even a compressional sonic log is not available, we are left to develop synthetic sonic logs from other available data. We have developed a means of synthesizing acceptable mechanical properties from triple-combo log data (gamma-ray, neutron-density, and electrical resistivity) with no sonic traces available.
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Poisson’s Ratio Varies With Lithology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a lithologic description can be arrived at from log crossplots, mud logs, drill cuttings analysis, or other means, the compressional travel time can be used to estimate dynamic elastic properties of the rock using the curves shown. The curves above provide estimates of  Poisson’s Ratio for quartz sands, limestones, dolomites, shales, and coals.  Values for mixed lithologies can be estimated by interpolating between the pure lithology lines.  For example, a quartz sand with a 30% clay content would have a Poisson’s Ratio on a line roughly one third of the way from the quartz line to the clay line.The values of provided by these plots can be used in the Uniaxial Strain Model (or other formula) to estimate horizontal stresses in each rock layer. These values are not as good as those obtainable from full waveform acoustic logs where both compressional and shear wave velocities are recorded, but they are useful in many cases.
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Calculations of PR from Log Data

• PR_GR=Scale*GRExp

• PR_RESIST=P1*RESISTP2

• PR_DTC uses lithology based correlations and 
volume fractions to obtain a weighted average 
PR

• PR_PHIA=(R‐2)/(2R‐2)
– R = (‐B+Sqrt(B2‐4AC))/(2A)

• A=YME_PHIA * DTC_PHIA2

• B=‐(A+13474*RHOB*3)
• C=13474*RHOB*4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poisson’s Ratio can be estimated without sonic data by direct empirical correlation to other log input curves. Each of the inputs (GR, Resistivity, porosity) responds to mineralogy and saturation in different ways. For water saturated media of known mineralogy, all the correlations should give similar responses. It is in non-reservoir rocks that the best correlations should be derived for an individual well log suite. In gas charged media the correlations, and PR values derived from sonic logs, will diverge due to various gas effects. In these cases, an average value or a PR curve derived from an input that is least affected by gas gives the best approximation of rock properties. 
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Comparison 
of Poisson’s 
Ratio from 
Vp/Vs and 
Correlations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The well in the previous example also had a full-waveform sonic log run to determine shear wave travel time. Using both the shear and compressional travel times the dynamic PR value can be determined from the equations given previously. The figure shows the PR curves calculated from the full-wave sonic data compared to PR values from DTC alone (in this case the synthetic DTC curve) and from other inputs. The close correspondence shows that accurate estimates of PR can be made even without measured shear or even compressional data.
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Dynamic to Static Correlation for ν

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In most cases, there is little consistent difference between static and dynamic PR. The data shown here fall nearly on a unit-slope line for measurements made under both high and low axial stress. Acoustic velocities and the resulting dynamic Poisson’s ratio derived from them are most affected by core condition and saturation state. Assuming the dynamic measurements are made under representative conditions (100% liquid saturation with a competent, reconsolidated core), no other corrections are needed to convert to a usable static value. 
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Young’s Modulus Related to 
Poisson’s Ratio

If Poisson’s Ratio is determined by correlation

Young’s Modulus (YME or E) can be calculated directly,
With unites of million psi:
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At minimum, a bulk density log (ρβ) and compressional
travel time are needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Along with shear and compressional acoustic velocity, a measure of the density of the rock is required. Generally then, full-waveform acoustic logs and density logs are required for mechanical properties determination. In addition,  gamma-ray and other lithology or clay indicators are frequently helpful. 
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Young’s Modulus Estimates 
Based on Velocity and Density

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Young’s Modulus can also be estimated from lithology and compressional travel time. Young’s Modulus will generally have less effect on fracture containment than Poisson’s Ratio because it does not affect in-situ stresses calculated from the Uniaxial Strain Model.  In cases of active tectonic movements, it may influence stresses caused by uniform regional strain. Modulus does have a primary impact on fracture width.To use the chart above the value of E/can be determined using the estimated lithology and compressional travel time in microseconds per foot.  The chart value must then be multiplied by the rock bulk density in g/cm3.  For mixtures of lithology the chart value can be interpolated between the pure lithology curves. The equations for each lithology are:
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Estimation of Ed from DTC Alone: 
Tight Sands and Gas‐Shales
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The dynamic Young’s Modulus can also be determined by an empirical correlation derived from about 400 core samples taken from tight-gas and shale-gas reservoirs. For this selective lithology mix a good estimate of YME can be determined without DTS or RHOB values. A synthetic DTC input may also be used to avoid errors introduced by gas effects. 
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Calculations of YME from Log Data

• YME_GR=Scale*GR+Offset

• YME_RESIST=Y1*RESISTY2

• YME_PHIA =62*10(‐0.0145*DTC_PHIA)

• YME_DTC=13474*RHOB*(3R‐4)/ 
(DTC2*R*(R‐1))

–R =(2‐2*PR_DTC)/(1‐2*PR_DTC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Young’s Modulus can also be derived from correlations to other log input curves. The constants in these correlations can be derived for each reservoir or area. As with the PR correlations, the empirical functions should be calibrated in water saturated zones with good borehole conditions (gauge hole). 
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Comparison of 
Young’s 

Modulus from 
Vp/Vs, RHOB 

and 
Correlations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To calculate YME from logs directly, both the Vp and Vs and bulk density (RHOB) must be available. The figure shows the curve of YMEACT calculated from these inputs compared to YME curves from various surrogates. Typically, the estimates of YME from DTC and PHIA are sufficient for most fracture designs. 
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One Proposed Modulus Correlation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many correlations have been proposed to convert dynamic modulus to static modulus. Given the difficulty in deciding which stress state best defines the right conditions to measure modulus, it is not surprising that there is no consensus as to which correlation works best or under which conditions. The data in the plot are taken from a series of lab measurements made under probably inconsistent saturation conditions (as-received). The line is one proposed correlation that appears to generally describe these data. This is no assurance that the same curve will work for other data or other loading conditions. The large variance in modulus may be related to measurement errors in both the static and dynamic modulus determinations.
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Comparison of Dynamic to Static 
YME for Tight‐Gas and Shale‐Gas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Measurements were made on nearly 400 samples from tight-gas and shale-gas reservoirs in North America. Dynamic modulus was determined at both high and low axial stress. The plot shows that static modulus, measured under similar stress conditions, is clearly not equal to the apparent dynamic value. The power-law correlation line for this data set differs from the previous data and does not represent the trend very well. 
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Correlation of Dynamic to Static 
Young’s Modulus
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best prediction of static Young’s Modulus for the tight gas and shale gas samples is obtained by including the bulk density and dynamic modulus. The equation is a modified form of the Eissa-Kazi model (SPE 118703). 
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Clay Content in Shales

• Total GR is affected by more than clays
– Uranium from precipitated minerals and organics

– Potassium from feldspars

• May need spectral GR to differentiate sources

• Often using thorium only as an analog to clay content 
is more reliable

• May need to consider a complex multi‐mineral 
analysis using a complete log suite
– Don’t try this at home – seek professional help

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The gamma-ray (GR) index is often used to estimate shale content (frequently used interchangeably with clay content). The relationship is based on the assumption that shales contain spontaneously radioactive minerals not found in “clean” sands and limes. However, there are spontaneously radioactive materials that are not clay mineral constituents. The most notable of these are uranium salts that can be associated with organic materials in source rocks. When working in gas-shale plays it is essential to have a spectral GR log to separate the GR sources among multiple components. A typical spectral GR gives uranium, thorium, and potassium inputs based on the varying energy level of the GR emissions. A good mineralogical analysis can help to determine whether potassium feldspars form a major constituent of the formation and whether the potassium input should be included as part of the clay content. In almost all cases, when dealing with organic-rich shales, the uranium input must be taken out of the GR response. 
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Constructing Total GR from 
Spectral GR Components

• Spectral GR gives three components of GR signal
– Uranium, (U) ppm
– Thorium, (Th) ppm
– Potassium, (K) % or v/v

• Theoretical calibration factors have been derived
• For practical use, the following conversions are 

recommended:
– API=U(ppm) * 8.0
– API=Th(ppm) * 4.0
– API=K(%) * 15.0 or K(v/v) * 1500

• Total GR is the sum of the converted components
• In organic and feldspathic shale the Th signal correlates better 

to clay content

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Surface calibration tests have indicated that spectral GR response can be converted to API GR readings.        1 ppm U = 6.69 API         1 ppm Th = 2.54 API         1 % K = 10.69 API These conversions have not been found to be reliable for field use. Instead, a best fit of total API GR is obtained using:Th_ppm * 4 = APIU_ppm * 8 = APIK_% * 15 = APIRemove U response in organic shales and K response to correct for feldspars. VCLAY may relate better to Th only.
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Various V‐Shale Estimates from 
Gamma‐Ray Index

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interpolation between the curves in the previous two figures requires an estimate of the clay or shale content of the rocks under investigation. Several empirical correlations for shale correction are available including the Larionov (1969), Stieber (1970), and Clavier, et al (1971), functions. The relationship of the volume of shale, Vsh, to the shale index, Ish, for these correlations is shown in the figure, where:					Larionov, tertiary rocks				Larionov, older rocks				Stieber_1Steiber_2						Clavier, et al 				�	The Larionov equation for older rocks works well for most hard rock fracturing applications. The default currently used in GOHFER is Steiber_1.
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TOC% Related to Uranium Count Rate 
(for Lewis Shale – La Gesse)

SPE 114963

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data from SPE 114963  shows a correlation of TOC to Uranium response. As the uranium signature increases the amount of organic material, and frequently associated gas, also increases. Shale with high TOC (and uranium response) will also often show large gas effects on the sonic logs. Interpreting mechanical properties in these formations can be challenging. 
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Separation due to 
Uranium in Organics

Sonic Slowing due to 
Gas and TOC Effects

Effect of Organics (Uranium) on DTC 
and Estimated Vshale

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The figure shows log tracks from an organic rich shale with high gas content. At far left are the measured and derived DTC curves. The massive slowing of the acoustic signal in the shale is apparent. The order of the derived DTC curves is characteristic of a gas-charged zone of low permeability. DTC_RESIST will be fastest (farthest left) and typically represents the actual rock properties more accurately than other curves. DTC_PHIN will be the next fastest, with DTC_GR close to it or to DTC_RESIST depending on the corrections made for uranium and potassium. DTC_PHIA, from the neutron-density crossplot porosity and lithology model, will typically fall close to the DTCO (measured) slowness. The center track shows the measured total GR, and the GR constructed from the sum of all scaled spectral GR components. The dark blue curve is the GR comprised of thorium and potassium only. The difference between the curves is proportional to TOC. At far right are the three scaled spectral GR inputs. 
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Pore Pressure Variations in Shale

• High TOC%, Ro, GRU, Rt, and low ρb:
– Hydrocarbon source in the gas generation window
– All the problems with sonic and GR log 
interpretation

– Possible high pore pressure
• Gas may be trapped in low “matrix” perm (down to 10‐15
darcy)

• Pore pressure builds to frac gradient
• Gas escapes through generated expulsion fractures

– Possible alteration of static mechanical properties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a shale contains large amounts of TOC and gas, and is in (or past) the maturation window, the pore pressure may also be affected by the generation of hydrocarbons from the source material. Generation of hydrocarbons causes an increase in the volume of the organic material in the rock. If the generated hydrocarbons cannot all escape, then an elevated pore pressure may remain. In shales, the permeability and capillary entry threshold pressure can prevent escape of hydrocarbons except through generation of fractures. Trapped pore pressures approaching the fracture pressure of bounding layers have been observed in some potentially productive shales. The elevated pore pressure results in decreased net effective stress, opening of secondary and micro-fractures, and alteration of stresses and mechanical properties. 
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Example of Stress Profile Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The figure shows a log section across a shale-gas target and productive carbonate zone. The two red curves show stress profiles computed from the available log data. The curve at left is derived from the measured dipole sonic log and density data. The curve at right is derived from synthetic sonic logs and mechanical properties (primarily from deep resistivity). At far right is the post-frac tracer survey for the two stages and the perforated intervals for each stage. The stress profile derived from synthetic mechanical properties fits the observed fracture geometry and height containment. This procedure typically gives better predictive results. The stress profile derived from measured sonic data fails to correlate with observed fracture placement. 
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Propagation of Errors in Stress 
Estimates from Sonic Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While a lot of money is frequently spent on advanced acoustic logging tools, the raw sonic transit time data are always affected by indeterminate saturation states and borehole conditions. Rarely are corrections made to the raw sonic data during conventional processing. The chart shows the propagation of errors from only a 5% error in the initial DTC and DTS measurements, which can easily occur in reservoir intervals. This grows to a 20% error in estimation of Poisson’s Ratio and almost a 30% error in the estimated horizontal stress, assuming pore pressure is correctly estimated. Using mechanical properties derived from DTC and lithology-based models alone reduces the potential for error in stress estimates significantly. 
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Cased‐Hole Log Data

• Typically pulse‐neutron
• Each service company gives different results, curves, 
and pre‐processing

• Best results for replicating open‐hole logs:
– Halliburton – most complete and easiest to scale
– Weatherford (shuttle) – some similar curves to Halliburton 
logs, different scaling

– Schlumberger – typically presented after normalizing or as 
“relative” values, poor character and difficult to scale –
need raw data

– Baker (Gasview) ‐ processed for pay identification – need 
raw data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In many cases, open-holes logs are not available because of specific borehole conditions or other limitations. When cased-hole logs are the only input source they can be used to derive synthetic curves for most of the open-hole inputs and required mechanical properties. Each service company provides cased-holes logs with different measurements, processing, and curve names. It is not possible to cover all the available log suites and curve names. All can be used with different degrees of ease and accuracy.
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Cased‐Hole Log Processing

• DTC surrogate
– Linear scaling of formation SIGMA

• Resistivity surrogates
– Near and Far formation count rate

– Linear scaling to shallow and deep resistivity

• Neutron porosity
– Total neutron counts

– Hydrogen capture index

• Bulk density
– Silicon capture index

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If specific curves can be identified in the cased-hole log suite for formation SIGMA, count rate, and capture indices, then the required corresponding open-hole log curves can be derived. Having an open-hole log suite on a well with cased-hole logs is useful for developing the necessary correlations. 
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